
  

I Thessalonians 5:21 
“Prove all things; 
hold fast that which 
is good.”  



       The Down low on   
            Darwinism 

 
An Examination of the claims 

of Darwinism  
 



1) Define what we mean by 
“evolution” 

a. Microevolution: variations 
within species/kinds. 

b. Macroevolution: from the goo, 
to the zoo, to you. 



2) Examine the evidence 
 

a. There is substantive evidence 
of microevolution 

b. There is not substantive 
evidence of macroevolution 



3) Understand the implications 

a. Even if there were to be evidence for 
macroevolution, it in no way leads to 
atheism. 
(We do not teach theistic evolution at 
RMBC but it is helpful to show that 
macroevolution in no way logically 
necessitates evolution).  



3) Understand the implications 

b. If there were to be evidence for 
macroevolution, it would actually point to 
God rather than atheism. Why? The 
chances of life arising from non-life are so 
statistically improbable that they fit within 
the category of miracles. In order for a 
miracle to occur God must exist. 



1) Define what we mean by 
“evolution” 

a.  Microevolution: variations within 
species/kinds. 

b.  Macroevolution: from the goo, to the 
zoo, to you. 

*Macroevolution is what ‘evolutionists’ 
most often mean by the word evolution.  





 
“It is absolutely safe to say that 

if you meet somebody who 
claims not to believe in 
evolution, that person is 
ignorant, stupid or insane (or 
wicked, but I’d rather not 
consider that).” – Richard Dawkins, New 
York Times, April 9, 1989.  



• Daniel Dennett, “To put it 
bluntly but fairly, anyone today 
who doubts that the variety of 
life on this planet was produced 
by a process of evolution is 
simply ignorant—inexcusably 
ignorant.” 

 
- Alvin Plantinga, Where the Conflict Really Lies, location 622. 



• Alvin Plantinga, “Note that you 
don’t have to reject evolution in 
order to qualify as inexcusably 
ignorant: all you have to do is 
harbor a doubt or two.”  

 
- Alvin Plantinga, Where the Conflict Really Lies, location 623 



2) Examine the evidence 

a. There is substantive evidence 
of microevolution 

b. There is not substantive 
evidence of macroevolution 



Definitions 

   Micro Evolution  
       vs.  

  Macro Evolution 



• Micro-evolution: Biological 
changes within an existing 
species (different kinds of dogs).  

 
• MACRO-evolution: Biological 

changes that result in a rock 
becoming a dog.  

 











…They are still dogs. 







    How  
      Evolution is 
popularized 
today… 









Cyclops! 



    Fact 
Mutations do not add new 

genes. 99.5% of all 
mutations result in serious 
harm for the organism. 



•  2 and 4 winged fruit flies = mutants!  



•  Q: How did these fruit flies get 4 
wings instead of having 2?  

•  A: They were intentionally altered by 
intelligent scientists. Any morphological 
change in these experimental flies 
cannot be evidence for naturalistic/
atheistic macroevolution since such a 
view claims there is no God or guiding 
intelligence.  



Q: But what about 
bacteria and viruses that 
develop resistance to 
drugs and antibiotics?  



Biochemical 
Mutations 

“Since biochemical mutations-such 
as those leading to antibiotic 
resistance and sickle-cell anemia-
do not affect an organism’s shape 
or structure . . . evolution needs 
beneficial mutations that affect 
morphology.” - Jonathan Wells 

 
- Jonathan Wells, Icons of Evolution (Washington: Regnery, 2000), 182.  



Richard Dawkins 

•  “An instance where a mutation has 
added information to the genome” 



•  VIDEO = Dawkins on “An instance 
where a mutation has added 
information to the genome” 





Dawkins’ Critique of Design 
-  The natural temptation is to attribute the 

appearance of design to actual design itself.  
-  The temptation is a false one, because the 

designer hypothesis immediately raises the 
larger problem of who designed the designer 

-  The most ingenious and powerful explanation 
so far discovered is Darwinian evolution by 
natural selection. 

[Therefore] God almost certainly does not exist. 
- Richard Dawkins, God Delusion, 157-58.  



Dawkins &  
“Appearance of Design”  

“Biology is the study of complex things that 
appear to have been designed for a 
purpose.”  

- Richard Dawkins, The Blind Watchmaker, p.1 

 
"The basic idea of The Blind Watchmaker is that 

we don't need to postulate a designer in order 
to understand life, or anything else in the 
universe.”  

- Richard Dawkins, The Blind Watchmaker, p.1 

 



•  “The cumulative process is 
directed by nonrandom 
survival." p.43 



   The Concept  
       of 
“Irreducible Complexity” 



Example 1: Bacterial flagellum 

Bacterial flagellum. 
It’s “tail” acts as an 
outboard motor.  



Flagellum tail 
 





Flagellum diagram 



Rat trap 



Rat trap diagram 



Dead rat! DEATH TO RAT! 



Example 2: Human eye 



Anatomy of the human eye 



 
“If it could be demonstrated 

that any complex organ 
existed, which could not 
possible have been formed by 
numerous, successive, slight 
modifications, my theory 
would absolutely break down.” 

 
 
- Charles Darwin, On the Origin of Species or the Preservation of Favoured Races in the Struggle For Life 

(New York: Penguin, 1958), 171. 



Example 3: Unintelligent 
Natural Selection 

Natural selection, by 
definition, does not “plan” 
for the future (formation of 
eyes). 



Example 4: The Cell 

  In Darwin’s day, the 
cell was thought to 
be a very simple 
organism.  



Diagram of a human cell 



Close up of how 
the White Blood 
Cell works 



We now know that the 
human cell is 
extremely complex.  

 
*Xvivo - white blood cell video 





DNA 

DNA 







“The job of t-RNA is to read that coded 
message” 

 
“Messenger RNA in effect carries a coded 

message, spelled out in four letters: A, 
U, C, and G”  

 
 
 
 
- HUM 300, History and Methods of Science, (475).  



Transcription of DNA •  Transcription 
–  Information transport 
– Uses RNA 

•  Process 
– Unzip DNA 
– RNA binds to exposed bases 
– RNA moves out of nucleus (mRNA) 



RNA 

“Think of RNA as being 
the “negative” of the 
true picture, which is 
the DNA” 

 
 
 
HUM 300, History and Methods of Science, (474).  



DNA 

‘there is six feet of DNA coiled inside 
every one of our body’s one 
hundred trillion cells that contains a 
four-letter chemical alphabet that 
spells out precise assembly 
instructions for all the proteins from 
which our bodies are made’ – Lee Strobel 



“Humans have twenty-three pairs 
of chromosomes. On those 
chromosomes there are some 
more than one hundred 
thousand genes.”  

– John & Paul Feinberg 



    “DNA is like a software 
    program, only much 
    more complex than 
    anything we’ve ever 
    devised” – Bill 

Gates 



Probing Questions 
A. Are intelligent, comprehendible messages 

self-written? 
B. Did Darwin have the current level of 

knowledge of DNA when he published 
his theory?  

C. What is the most plausible explanation 
for the orderly arrangement of 
information found in DNA? 

D. How could such a detailed process 
continue throughout repeated generations 
if randomness governs the Universe? 



Darwinist Rebuttal 

“All living things on Earth use 
the same genetic code” (475).  

•  “The fact that our DNA is very similar 
to those organisms with which we 
shared the most recent ancestors is one 
of the most important pieces of evidence 
for evolution” (511). *Similarity in 
DNA and/or design could just as easily 
point to a common designer rather than 
a common ancestor.  



Common designer or 
common ancestor? 



Where did all living things 
come from?  

•  “The transition from a lifeless planet to the 
modern living world came in two stages. 
The first stage involved the appearance of 
the first living cell from lifeless chemical 
compounds—rock, water, and gases.” (509).  

•  “All life on Earth evolved from single-
celled organisms by the process of natural 
selection.” 





“The fossil record doesn’t 
show gradual change, and 
every paleontologist has 
known that ever since 
Cuvier.”  

 
 

(Stephen Jay Gould, “Is a New and General Theory of 
Evolution Emerging?” Lecture at Hobart and William 
Smith Colleges, Feb. 14, 1980).  



DARWIN, TIME, & THE PROBLEM OF THE 
FOSSIL RECORD 

•  Darwin’s own statement, “Why then is 
not every geological formation and 
every stratum full of such intermediate 
links? Geology assuredly does not 
reveal any such finely graduated 
organic chain, and this, perhaps, is the 
most obvious and gravest objection 
which can be urged against my theory.” 

- Charles Darwin, On the Origin of Species, 280. In, Frank Turek & Norm Geisler, I Don’t Have 
Enough Faith to be an Atheist, 151-152. 



•  Stephen Jay Gould writes: 
Morphological change is usually 
limited and directionless. 2). 
Sudden Appearance. In any local 
area, a species does not arise 
gradually by the steady 
transformation of its ancestors; it 
appears all at once and ‘fully 
formed.’ 







Cambrian Explosion: What is 
it? 

Cambrian explosion “refers 
to the great quantity and 
diversity of life found in 
what is called the Cambrian 
layer of the geologic 
column.” 

 
 
 
 http://www.learnthebible.org/creation_science_cambrian_explosion_disproves_evolution.htm 
 



The Cambrian Explosion! •  The Cambrian Explosion according 
to paleontologist Peter Ward, “If 
ever there was evidence 
suggesting Divine Creation, 
surely the Precambrian and 
Cambrian transition, known 
from numerous localities across 
the face of the earth, it is.”  

*Ward is not a creationist 



“So you’re telling me 
there’s a chance?!?!?!” 



3) Understand the implications 

a. Even if there were to be evidence 
for macroevolution, it in no way leads 
to atheism. 
(We do not teach or believe theistic 
evolution at RMBC but it is helpful to 
show that macroevolution in no way 
logically necessitates evolution).  



3) Understand the implications 

b. If there were to be evidence for 
macroevolution, it would actually point 
to God rather than atheism. Why? The 
chances of life arising from non-life 
are so statistically improbable that 
they fit within the category of 
miracles. In order for a miracle to 
occur God must exist. 



4) Conclusion 

• Blaisé Pascal writes, “People 
almost invariably arrive at their 
beliefs not on the basis of proof 
but on the basis of what they 
find attractive.” 

 
 
 
- Norman Geisler and Frank Turek, I Don’t Have Enough Faith to be an Atheist (Wheaton: 
Crossway, 2004), 50. 


